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STMIARY

The proposed Sirinumu Dam is a part of
extensions to the Laloki Hydro-electric Scheme planned
by the Commonwealth Department of Works.^Dam site
No. 2 is the second site investigated.

Rocks exposed in the area are volcanic
agglomerate,with minor tuff beds and rare lava flows,
belonging to a formation termed the Astrolabe Agglomerate.
The formation is generally flat -lying, with dips of up
to 8 0 , and covers an area measuring about 20 miles by
6.^It is thought that the Agglomerate originated
from the repeated explosive ejection of angular frag-
ments of near-solid basalt and andesite from one or
several vents.

The site is suitable for a rock-fill dam and
has a quarry site nearby, above the left abutment,
saddle in the spur which forms the right abutment might
be utilised as a spillway.

The Agglomerate is generally deeply weathered;
this is due to the tropical climate and the chemical
instability of the volcanic rocks.^At Sirinumu local
variation in the degree of weathering is very marked;
e.g. rock is exposed at one end of the spillway saddle
but is concealed by 80 feet of residual clay at the
other.^Localised deep weathering is attributed to^move-
ment of water in tension joints and permeable beds.

The investigation zkauired 1,297 feet of
diamond drilling, 60 auger hold's, and two costeans.

 

**
For abbreviations used see page 15.
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INTRODUCTION.

LocalitL

Sirinumu dam site No. 2 is at the head of
Sirinumu Gorge on the upper Laloki River, about twenty
two miles east of Port Moresby.^The site is only
five miles south-east of Rouna Falls but is twenty
miles distant by existing road^a more direct route
has been surveyed.^Access is by the Karakatana Road
to a point 1 miles beyond Eilogo Flantation thence
by bush track for a further 2i. miles.^After rain
sections of the bush track can only be traversed by
four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Purpose of the investiLeltion

The proposed Sirinumu Dam is a part of
extensions to the Laloki Hydro-electric Scheme planned
by the Commonwealth Department of Works.^The dam
will control the flow of the Laloki River and thereby
ensure an adequate supply of water to the No. 2 Power
Station (P.S.2 on Plate I.) which is to be built at
the foot of Rouna Falls.

Previous Work

Engineers from the Department of Works
selected eight likely dam sites in the Sirinumu Gorge.
These were numbered 1,2,3,4,5,5a,6, and 7, in order
from the upstream to the downstream end of the gorge.
In December, 1958, the dam sites were inspected by
Messrs. L. C. Noakes and D. E. Gardner of the Bureau
of Mineral Resources, Canberra.^They selected sites
Nos. 6 and 7 as the most likely, on the grounds of
profile and degree of solid outcrop (Gardner and Noakes,
1959).^Investigation of site No, 6 was begun in
March, 1959, and completed on the 25th June (Davies,
1959).

Meanwhile attention had shifted to No. 2
site for the following rea s ons:

(i) A low saddle adjacent to the
dam site appeared suitable for
a spillway.

(ii) An accurate survey established
a drop in base level of 25 feet
between No. 2 and No. 6 sites -
about double that suggested by
the Adastra contour plan.

(iii) Little storage would be lost by
using the upper site because between
the two sites the river flows through
a steep-sided gorge and has no major
tributaries.
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No. 2 site therefore offered almost the
same storage with a dam 25 feet lower, though
100 feet wider than that required at No. 6 site.

The investigation of dam site No. 2 was
begun in June, 1959, with the mapping of outcrop by
the writer.^Drilling commenced on the 21st July
and was completed on the 10th November with a total
footage of 1,297 feet.^Ten holes, totalling 869
feet, were drilled on the spillway saddle, two holes
(197 feet) were drilled on the dam site, and two holes
(231 feet) were drilled on the quarry site.^Little
drilling was necessary on the dam site itself because
a rockfill dam was pinned.^All care
was photographed in black and white.^The depth of
overburden on dam site and spillway was investigated
by auger holes and costeans.

The investigation was conducted in the field
by the writer, who maintained close liaison with
Messrs. J. D. Edwards, R. H, Gruber and J, R. Brett of
C.D.W., Port Moresby, and Messrs. J. E. Thompson
(Senior Resident Geologist, Port Moresby) and
L. C. Noakes (Supervising Geologist, Engineering,
Canberra) of the Bureau of Mineral Resources.^The
diamond drill was operated by Mr. J. Allis and a team
of unskilled native labour.

Seepages on the Eilogo Creek side of the
Laloki - Eilogo divide are currently under investigation
and will be the subject of a later report.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Astrolabe Agglomerate is a monotonous
sequence of mainly fragmental volcanic rocks which
covers an area 16 to 20 miles long on a north-westerly
axis and 4 to 6 miles wide.^It is 1000 to 1500 feet
thick at Rouna and probably of the -same order of
thickness at Sirinumu.^It is generally flat-lying and
forms an undulating tableland known as the Sogeri .
Plateau.^The upper Laloki River drains most of the
plateau and flows generally north, north-west, and west.

At its western and southern margins the
Agglomerate rests on folded and faulted Tertiary or
Cretaceous sediments of the Eriama Series; at the
eastern and northern margins the Agglomerate may be
underlain by metamorphosed sediments of the Kemp Welch
Formation (Mesozoic) or the Owen Stanley Metamorphics
(Palaeozoic).^None of these older rocks outcrop in the
area considered in this report.

Description of the Agglomerate.

The Agglomerate is composed of angular and
sub-angular boulders of basalt and andesite in a matrix
of tuff, with minor beds of tuff. The ft=b.7,-11a..7e ,-been
compacted and cemented to form a competent rock.^Rare
boulders have a long axis of three to five feet but the
normal size is from three to twelve inches.^The tuff
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ranges in grain-size from tuffaceous mudstone tc
coarse tuff which may grade into fine agglomerate.

Only two exposures of non-fragmental rock
have been noted.^One is an. augite basalt lava flow
exposed on the Jawarere Road, near the north-eastern
margin of the Agglomerate (J. F. Ivanac, pers. comm.).
The other is jointed and weathered porphyritic augite
basalt outcropping through a vertical distance of 100
feet in a creek immediately east of Eilogo Plantation,
Small lava flows are suggested by concentrations of
dense basalt boulders at three other localities (see
Locality Map, Plate L),

The agglomerate is generally quite well
bedded in beds up to four and even six feet thick, but
the bedding surfaces are rarely planar.^Sorting of
the boulders is very poor though some beds contain
boulders approximating to the one size, particularly
whore the boulders are. less than 3 inches in diameter,
Graded bedding is common in the tuff beds and may be
present in the tuff -m.trix of the agglomerate.^Currant
bedding is in places developed around the larger
boulders (2 to 3 feet in diameter) which occur
sporadically in the tuff beds.

The boulders are augite basalt and, less
commonly, horblende andesite (these are field names
pending laboratory identification).^As yet no
pottern has been found in the distribution of the two
types both are commonly porphyritic with, in some
cases, an alignment of phenocrysts.^Fine-grained
rocks may show a streaky banding caused by alteration
of bands of finely vesicular and non-vesicular rock,
and by variations in colour.

Vesicularity may be absent, minor or
dominant but true scoria is rare^the more vesicular
boulders weather rapidly_

A basal or near-basal conglomerate, several
hundred feet in thickness, is exposed at the foot of
Rouna Falls,^This contains some rounded schist
boulders, the only components of non-volcanic origin
in the formation.

Calcite is seen in the outdrop of the
conglomerate^elsewhere it is seen as a secondary
vesicle filling in the drill cores of agglomerate.
Zeolites also occur as vesicle fillings in the
agglomerate.

Casts of twigs, branches and logs are found
within the agglomerate.

Structure. of. the-Agglomerate

The Agglomerate is generally- flat-ying with.
local dips of up to 8 0 ,^A consistent north-easterly
dip • of about 8° on the - south-western margin might be
attributed to differential compaction or to tectonic
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.causes.^Examples of stream capture suggest
recent regional tilting with the south-western
margin rising.

Wension joints striking between 20 and
50 degrees are a feature of those areas which have
been mapped in detail.^These exercise some in-
fluence on the topography (see under). Shear joints
striking between 50 and 60 degrees have been observed
in places.

Weathering of the Agglomerate.

Weathering is very deep over most of +b n
basin.^Eighty feet of clay was penobrati
point (DDH 2 S 10) and another drill hole revealed
a depth of at least seventy feet of clay.^The
profile as revealed in pits and auger holes on the
Eilogo Creek - Upper Laloki River Divide, is as
follows

0 to 6" or 1'

1' to 5'

5' to 8 1

Dark humic soil with
grass roots

Redhomogeneous clay

Clay, some of which
shows rock fabric.

8' to 60' and^Clay plainly showing the
agglomerate fabric, and

probably deeper^retaining some of the
..^ colours of the original

rock.

Deep profiles of clay commonly 3tiow abrupt
interfaces with tors of fresh solid rock.^There is
no obvious pattern in the distribution of these tors
except that they are more common in the a2eas of higher
relief.^Depth of weathering is unpredictable (see
sections of spillway saddle, Plate 3),

Costoaning and augering have shown beyond
doubt the residual nature of the clay; thus the
development of tors must be attributed solely to
weathering.^Presumably tension joints wore locii
of weathering and the erratic development of tors may
be due to an erratic or discontinuous development of
tension joints.

Patches of laterite occur over an area of
low relief south-east of Sirinumu.^The typical
laterite consists of thin layers of hard limonite
alternating with more porous limonite which may
contain blebs of gibbsite.

Origin of the Agglomerate
It is thought that the agglomerate originated

from the explosive ejection of solidified or near-
solidified material from a -qent (or vents) wnien

••■

* All bearings given in this report are referred to
magnetic north.
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fed by an extremely viscous magma.^Such an original
would explain the angularity of the bombs, streaky
banding within the bombs, and the apparently lithic
nature of the tuff (Williams, 1926).

DAY SITE GEOLOGY

Toalaraphz

The dam site is situated at the head of
the Sirinumu Gorge, at a locality known to the natives
as Kaindobu.^Here the Laloki River is about 00 feet
wide and flows to the north-west.^The left sbutment
is part of a massive spur which rises sharply to more
than 200 feet above river level.^The proposed quarry
site is situated on the upper part of this spur.^The
right abutment is a narrower, lower spur with a low
saddle, 700 feet north-east of the dam site, which has
been proposed as a spillway site.

Outcrop and depth of cover.

The upper part of the left abutment has steep
rock faces which are split by vertical fractures in which
soil and scree, up to fifteen feet deep, has accumulated.
On the lower part of the left abutment there is generally
a thin cover of soil and scree, and a few rock promontories
near the river's edge.^Immediately upstream', a tumbled
boulder has caused a minor diversion of the river and
river silt has accumulated downstream from it

The right abutment contains three promontories
of solid rock with near-vertical faces..^These are
separated by gullies, about 30 feet wide, filled with
soil and scree up to 23 feet deep.

Continuous outcrop extends across the river-
bed in places but is limited to only 25% of the river bed
along the axis of the proposed dam.

On the north-eastern end of the spillway
saddle there is no outcrop and drilling has revealed
a depth of more than 80 feet of clay.^The south-
western end of the saddle shows some outcrop and boulders
which have weathered out in situ.^A steep rock face
is continuous from this part of the saddle to the dam
site.^The saddle is flanked by two creeks in which
weathered agglomerate is exposed.

LitholoEv
Typical basaltic volcanic agglomerate and

tuff are exposed in the dam site.^Drilling revealed
clay-filling in fractures, vesicles and cavities in
the matrix as deep as eighty feet below surface.
Probably most of the clay originates from weathering
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in situ.^The soapy pale green banded clay intersected
in DDH 2 S 5 may have developed from the alteration of
a fine ash bed; although similar in appearance to
bentonite the clay did not absorb water.

Lateral variation in grain-size within any
one bed makes local correlation difficult.^However
one major tuff horizon, varying in thickness up to
five feet, is exposed on the dam site and was probably
intersected by drill holes on the saddle.^On the
right abutment it 'exhibits remarkable local variations
in dip, probably caused by differential compac'ion.

In places the tuff is poorly cemented and
shows a greater deree of weathering than does the
adjacent rock, though elsewhere it is almost as competent
as the agglomerate.^In general it is more amenable
to erosion than is the agglomerate and permits the
formation of caves in the cliff faces.

Structure

A dip of 7 degrees in the direction 180-200
degrees can be measured in the cliffs of the left .
abutment.^This agrees with the overall dip calculated
from the levels of exposures of the principal tuff
horizon on the dam site.^However the 7 degree dip
does not persist in the saddle area (Plate 3, Section DB

( ).

The most prominent structural feature is the
system of near vertical fractures, probably tension
joints, which strike at approximately 50 degrees.
Laterally they do not persist very/'is illustrated
in Plate 2, since fractures a - a', a - a", and b cannot
be traced through outcrop in the riverbed.^DDH 2 S 5
showed that there is no subsurface continuation of
suspected fracture C.^Most but not all tension joints
become tight at shallow depth; for instance DDH 2 S 4
intersected a clay-filled fracture zone (d on Plate 2)
at more than eighty feet below surface.

ErGINEERING GEOLOGY

The dam site, quarry, and spillway saddle
we.ce: ,investigatod by outcrop mapping, augering, cos-
teaning, diamond drilling and water pressure testing
of drill holes,^The drill used was a Mindrili E-1000
with Triofus NMLC bits and statioiThry split inner tube
core barrel.^Core recovery was almost 100%.^The
pumps were Mindrill 750-1200s and the packers used in
water pressure testing were single and double balloon
types.^Where possible water'ressure testing was
carried out at twenty foot intervals as the hole was
deepened, using the single packer.^Sections of
particular interest were tested with the double packer
which limits the test to 4'6" of drill hole:^In each
test a number of different water pressures was applied.

•
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DAM SITE 

If a section is drawn across the dam site
through the major rock promontory on the right
abutment the profile revealealed is Quite narrow.
However these promontories will be smoothed out before
construction of a rock-fill dam commences to avoid
differential compaction.^It was therefore important
to determine the bedrock profile in the gullies which
separate the promontories.^Depth of overburden,
ranging from 2 to 23 feet, was determined from one
costean and 28 auger holes (Plate 5)0

Auger holes on the slope between the
promentories and the river revealed that the bedrock
surface is horizontally benched, as might be expected
with horizontal strata, and that these benches arc cut
by shallow gullies which align roughly with the surface
gullies.

Augering on the left abutment revealed shallow
cover in most places.^The deepest hole was in the
gully of fracture "a" and went to 13 feet.^Another
hole at the upstream extremity of the site revealed
10 feet of black mud, probably river-borne sediment
which has accumulated downstream from a large boulder.

The auger holes indicate only the minimum
depth of overburden; it is very likely that some of
the holes bottomed on scree boulders.^Also the auger
will not penetrate the zone of partly weathered rock
which overlies fresh solid rock; drill holes indicate
that this zone is generally about 5 foot thick.

Diamond Drilling

It is apparent from surface outcrop that the
site is suitable for the construction of a rock-fill
dam.

D:B 2 S 5 (114') was designed to seek the
subsurface extension of fracture "c" and to investigate
the strata below the riverbed.^As noted above there
was no :idence of fracture "c", and the rocks were
normal agglomerate and tuff, except for two small
sections of soapy clay.^These two sections did not
leak when water pressure tested.^The overall leakage
for the hole of 5.45 g.p.m. at 20 p.s.i, ib unexplained.

The writer proposed that the second drill
hole should be a low angle hole under the riverbed
from the same site as 2 S 5.^However the imminence
of floods prevented the drilling of another hole from
the outcrop in the riverbed.

DDH 2 S 6 (83') was designed to locate a
possible fracture zone parallel to the river under the
area of 'p0-outcrop' on the right abutment, and to
measure the depth of overburden.^Again, there was no
subsurface confirmation of the suspected fracture.^The
only major leakage is attributed to near-surface weathering.

r•
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It appears that, as at dam site No. 6,, none
of the beds are significantly permeable, and fractures
visible on the surface will not take much grout in depth,

SPILLWAY SADDL -L

The spillway saddle is a remarkable example
of tor developmint.^South-west of^45 A the saddle
is almost entirely solid with rock benches at RL 1745 and
RL 1765, forming the top of the ridge, and with fresh
rock at or near the surface on both flanks.^North-east
of peg 45A the weathered rock-fresh rock interface falls
to below RL 1680, i.e, more than 100 feet below the
surface, and there is no outcrop on either flank.

The saddle strikes at approximately 70 degrees
but the underlying rock ridge strikes at between 50 and
60 degrees. In consequence rock crops out on the up-
stream flank at the south-western end of the saddle, and
underlies the downstream flank at the north-eastern end,

In the vicinity of DIA1 2 S 10 the spur consists
Mostly of clay, except for an off-centre ridge of
weathered rock which rises to RL 1740 approximately.

Diamond Drilling and augering 

Programme 869 foot of diamond drilling were carried out
to test the spillway saddle.^The holes are

2 S 1 (97 1 9"), a vertical hole near peg 45A,
was designed to measure the depth of overburden and give
information on lithology down to the base :_evel of the
dam, RL 1675.

2 S 2 (73'10") and 2 S 3 (76'1"), vertical
holes on either side of 2 S 1, were designed to measure
the depth of overburden and to test the tuff horizon
at EL 1710 which had leaked badly in 2 S 10

d S 4 (171'2"), an inclined hole on the down-
stream flank of saddle, was designed to intersect suspected
fractures striking probably at 50 degrees, and in particular
the fracture which may have caused the leakage at
RL 1710 in 2 S 1.

2 S 9 (30') and 2 S 10 (106'8"),
holes at the south-western and north-eastern ends of
the saddle, were designed to measure the depth of over-
burden in the vicinity of the proposed spillway abutments,

2 S 11 (31 t61) and 2 S 12 (25'4"), vertical
holes on the downstream flank, were designed to measure
the depth of overburden in the area of the spillway apron.

2 S 13 (141') and 2 S 14 (116'), inclined holes
from the downstream and upstream flanks respectively, were
designed to locate any off-centre tors in the vicinity of
2 S 10.



About twenty auger holes were sited in the
area of the proposed spillway apron and at various points
north-east of 2 S 10,

Results

Overburden Depth

The results of the measurement of overburden
have been discussed under "Dam Site Geology".^On the
proposed spillway apron, auger holes indicated a rock
bench at RI 1720 between the dry creek bed and the change
in slope.^Between 2 S 10 and an outcrop 450 feet to
the north-east augering showed that there is no rock
within at least 24 feet 4c -the surface.^Where sampled,
the overburden consis_tesi/a thin layer of dark humic soil,
5 to 10 feet of homogerous red clay, and up to eighty
foot of clay showing di tinct rock fabric.

Water Pressure Testirlg

Water pressure testing revealed a number of
major leakages which are attributed to the following
causes g

weathering and fissure development
assodiated with near-vertical tension
joints, e.g. at 150 feet in 2 S 4, and

(ii) weathering and loss of cementation of
certain more susceptible beds where
they lie at little depth below the
weathered rock-fresh rock interface,
e.g. at 14 feet in 2 S 12, at 16, 25
and 30 foot in 2 S 11, at 26 and 27
feet in 2 S 4, at 4 feet in 2 S 1, and
at 45 foot in 2 S 2.

The leakage at RI 1710 (i.e ^at 53 feet) in
2 S 1 falls into neither of these categories and it was
at first thought that the tuff intersected hero might be
very permeable. However a similar bed was intersected
in both 2 S 2 and 2 S 3 and proved impermeable in bothcases.^Perhaps the leakage was duo to an adjacent tension
joint but no such joint was intersected by 2 S 4.

There was little or no loss of drilling water
in 2 S 10, either in the 80 feet of clay or in the under-
lying weathered rock.^Testing showed the w

-"-leried rockto be relatively impermeable.

Conclusions.

It is proposed that the spillway should be 400
feet from one abutment to the other and should rise to
RI 1752 approximately, at maximum height of the rock-fill dam.

Because of the unexpected depth of overburden north-
east of peg 45A the spillway saddle is not as attractive as it
first seemed. However the problem could be overcome by

(1)
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sting the right abutment in the vicinity of peg 45A.
' and excavating the riging ground to the south-west as

fqr as peg 450.^Outcrop indicates that this would be
cry solid rock, at least up to FL 1765.

The spillway apron presents no problem.^Rock
surface has been quite well defined hero by drilling and
angering and there is nowhere any great depth of over-
burden.^The bed of the creek, along which the overflow
• will escape, consists of weathered but solid rock and should
not scour.

QUARRY

Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of rock-fill
are required for construction of the dam.^From examination
of outcrop it is apparent that the quarry area contains at
least double this amount.^Two holes, 2 S 7 (10') and
2 S 8 (100'), were drilled chiefly to obtain samples of the
rock for laboratory testing for rock-fill, aggregate and sand
by Commonwealth Department of Works, Melbourne^results
are not yet known.

Noarl all the component boulders of the agglomerate
were quite fresh but the tuff matrix showed slight weathering.
In both holes there was little or no variation in weathering
throughout the length of the hole except at the tuff
horizon, 6 to 7 feet thick, between RLs 1809 and 1819.^This
tuff is an unusual light brown colour and the few included
boulders are entirely weathered or show weathered rims.
Weathering here is probably assisted by the finely p{ins
nature of the tuff which retains water (the water tale is
30 to 40 feet below the tuff) and allows the water intimate
contact with individual grains.

There is a belt of "no outcrop' between pegs 57,
512, and Si.^This is co-linear with dam site fracture
"c" and it is suspected that it is a zone of deeper weathering
associated with the same tension joint.

SUM1TARY OF RESULTS OF WATER FRESSURIC TESTING

Only in cases of major leakage have corrections
been applied to the water pressure testing results.^These
corrections are as follows

additional head duo to column of
water in pipes above , packer or above
standing water level, and

loss of head duo to friction and
turbulence in pipes at high rates
of floN.

Correct results are denoted by (c), uncet.rected results by (n).

DDH  251
^

Vertical

Testing was not begun untila the hole had been
drilled to 593".^The overall leakage of section 24' -
59'3" is known but, owing to anomalous results, the leakage
rates of some parts of this section are not.^For instance
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the leakage rate of section 41 - 59'3" is lower thayl.
that of section 52' - 59'3", so that it is not possible
to subtract one result from the other to obtain the rate
for section 41' - 52',

Leakage was expected at 34' and 53' as drilling
water circulation had been temporarily lost at these
points,^The section 52' - 59'3" leaked at the expected
high rate.^Testing of the section 31' -- ^was un-
avoidably delayed until the hole had been deepened to 97'9"and leakage may have been modified by the plugging effect
of drill cuttings.^This is su,:gested by the following
results g

Initial test at 20 p,s.i. (uncorrected)
leakage 0.8 g.p.m.

Final test at 20 p.s.i. (uncorrected)
- leakage 2.5 g.p.m.

The interpretation is that the plug of drill
cuttings was washed out as the test progressed, permitting
a higher leakage.

Leakage in section 31' - 36' is probably d11(.- to
the 6" band of poorly cemented fine agglomerate at 34'.
Similarly the leakage in section 52' - 59'3" is probably
due to poorly cemented coarse tuff and fine agglomerate at
52'8" - 53'11".^These two zones could account for most
of the leakage in the overall suction 24' - 59'3"

24' —
31' — 36'

41' — 59'3"

5 2

68'6"
69'^.— 97'"

^16,0^p.m.^at^25 p.s.i.

^

0.9^11^-11^25^11

^

2.97^11^11^40^If

^4.0^If^If^25^If

^10.6^11^11^40^II

^

1 3 „ 88^,,^7,^40^11

^

14,6^11^11^50^11

^

0,18^11^11^60^11

^

0.61^II^If^60^11

DDH  2 S 2
Vortical

The one significant leakage is probably due
to badly broken fine agglomerate at 45'2" - 45'4" and/or
weathered friable tuff at 48'9" - 49'2"

^36' - 544"^4,8 &p.m.^at
^54' - 73'10"^0.43

55 p.s.i.
60

(c)
(u)

DDR. 2 S 3

27'.— 46'4"^0,3 g.p,m.^:at^30 p.s.i.
46' — 61 1^0.07^50
61' - 76'1"^0.01^50

Vertical

Cu.)
(u)
(u)
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DDH 2 S 4^ Inclined 30 degrees----------
Leakage in the section 26' - 46'10" might

he due to broken weathered fine agglomerate at 26 and
27' 9 or to poorly cemented broken medium agglomerate
at 43' - 43'4".^Leakage at 112' - 131'11" might be
due to poorly cemented fine-medium agglomerate at
125'10" - 126'6".^Leakage at^- 151'11" is
almost certainly due to the clay-filled fracture at
148'3" -^150'4" and associated fractures.

26' -^46'10" 2.55 g.p.m. at 40^p.s.i. (c)

4610" -^66'10" 0.76 " IT 40^II (u)

66'10" -^86'10" 0.4 II 40^tt (u)

86'10" -^112' 0.81 II 11 40^n (u)

112' -^131'11" 3.53 It II 70^
11 (c)

132' —^151'11" 17.7 11 II 45^n (c)

DDH^2 S^5, Inclined 30 degrees.

Ths hole was teted after drilling was
completed.:' The overall leakage was measured and suspected
leakage zones tested with the double packer.

34'^— 114'2"^5.45 g.p.m.^at^20 p.s.i.^(c)

7312fl^77'8"^nil^it^40^II^(u)

102'6" - 107'6"^0.02^tt^n^50^II^(u)

DDH 2 S 6^Inclined 15 degrees

The one significant leakage might be due to
weathered and poorly cemented broken agglomerate at
29'6" - 30'1".

27!9Y - 47'11"
^

5.78 g. p. m.^at^50 p.s.i.^(c)

•7 7 11" — 67'8"
^

0.02
^

It
^

40^■

67'8"^— 82'8"
^

0.41
^

11
^

40^(u)

DDHs 2 S 7  and 2 S 8^Both vertical

Not tested as the purpose of these holes was
merely to test a quarry site.

DDH^3 9^Vertical

18'^— 30'
^

022 g.p.m.^at^20 p.s.i.^(u)
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.DDH 2 S 10,^Vertical

87' 8" — 106'8"^0.42 g.p.m.^at^40 psi.^(u)

DDH 2 S 11.^ Vertical

The deduced major leakage in section 15 - 29'6'
is probably due to broken agglomerate at 167" - 168" a.n. , 1
at 24'11". The leakage between 29'6" and 31'6" is thr:::u*
broken agglomerate at 308" - 30'10".

15'^-^31'6"^16.0 g..p.m.^at^19.7 p.s.i. (c)

29'6"^- 31'6"^8.87^"^20 "^(c)

10.7.^Il^ II^30^"^(c)

Deduced

15'^— 29'6"^7.^approx.
^20 "^(c)

DDH 2 S 1 2.^ Vertical

The'major leakage between 13' and 18' is thr3uEt
a zone of badly weathered and broken agglomerate at
13'5" - 145".

13'-^25'4"^ 14.1 g.p.m.^at^18.2 p.s.i. (c)

18'^-^254"^0.18^"^"^30.1^"^(c)

Deduced

13'^-^18'
^

18.2.^u^(c)
approx.

DDTT.z. 2 S 13 and 2 S 14.^Both inclined 15 °

Not tested as (i) little solid rock was encounterd,
and (ii) there would have been considerable risk of losing
the packer in low angle holes in such material.
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GEOLOGICAL  LOGS OF DIAMOND DRILL HOLES.

All cores were logged by H.L. Davies.^The following
abbreviations are employed:-

Volc.^Volcanic

Agglom,^agglomerate

opts0^components, the angular fragments which,

with finer material, comprise the agglomer.

ves,^vesicular

porph^pomhyritic

bldr,^boulder

fracs,^fractures

gdd bdg0^graded bedding

bdd^bedded

fllg^filling

rgh.^rough; i.e. not smooth

irreg,^irregular, i,e. not planar

frags.^fragments (of core)

wtd,^weathered

deg.^degrees^(of arc)

med.^medium - grained

sec ctg0^secondary coating

mod,^moderate



GEOLOGICAL LOGS OF DIAMOND DRILLING

ppx

Location : Spillway saddle, near peg 45A
Reduced level^1765.1 feet
Angle Vertical
Length^97'9"
Standing water level^49' at 1030 hrs, 11.8.59
Objective

^

^(i) Depth of weathering
(ii) Lithology to base level

(EL 1675')
Commenced^23/7/59.
C)mpleted : 5/8/59.

From^To
^

Core Description

00^4'5
^

No core; in situ clay and weathered
rock.

4'5^18'1^Weathered fine-med volc agglom;
matrix soft and friable and core
broken and partly lost at 4'5-
5'9, 9'3 - 12'9, 14'1-14'10 and
17'0-18'1.

18'1^32'3^Fine-med agglom with some 6" opts;
slightly wtd with some fracs around
bidrs; rounded fragments from
caving at top of each pull originate
from 17' or 12'.

32'3^3215

32 3 5^340
34 1 0^34'6

346^47'6

476^48'2

48'2^49'5

49'5^528

52'8^53'11

53'11^60'5

605^61'6

Fine tuff and tuffaceous mudstone.

Fine-med agglom, slightly wtd.

Fine agglom broken into i" frags
due weak matrix, not badly wtd or
soft,^rost circulation.
Fine-med agglom with rare 6"-9"
bldrs; slightly wtd (matrix brown,
some basalt bldrs red); several
irreg fracs.

Coarse tuff, one bed.

Coarse tuff with increasing prop-
ortion of i-"-2" opts.

Med agglom one 12" cpt bldr;
slightly with

Coarse tuff and fine agglom broken
frags; driller reports temp-

orary complete losq cf circulation;
weathering little or no greater than
higher and lower core, probably
permeable.

Coarse agglom some 9" bldrs;
slightly wtd; calcite in vesicles
at 59'.
Tuff, fine and coarse, with irreg
bdg, contains one 8" bldr; irreg
frac 60 1 8 and 61'5; t}'is tuff Jed
retains moisture.



2,

DDH 2 S1

From To^Core Description

    

61'6 .^64'10^Fine-med aggiom with proportion
of matrix (tuff) increasing with
depth to grade into Coarse tuff.

64'10^65,2^Probable position of 4"/ lost
core since bounded by coarse friable
tuff.

65'2^65'6^Fine-med agglom broken into
frags; no water loss.

65'6^67'0^Fine-med aggloml irreg frac at

67'0^68'6^Med aggiom with high proportion
matrix (tuff) approx 60-70%.

68'6^76'11^Med agglom with some 4"-6" opts;
slightly wtd, tuff matrix brown and
some basalt bldrs red; 74 1 4-74'7
coarser tuff. matrix weakly cemented
but not broken.

76 , 11^77H^Tuff with one fine agglom bed and
several thin beds of fine mudstone;
not broken; not friable but softer
than normal agglom matrix, cut by
knife.^Retains moisture,

77 1 9^86'7^Medcoarse agglom, opts up to 8";
slightly wtd; five fractures
around bldrs, widely-spaced, sec
ctg.

86't^91'3^Fine aggiom (i"-1" opts) with rare
3" opts; slightly wtd; one frac
in weakly cemented material at
89'6.

91 1 3^92'9^Tuff, coarse and 2The; well
compacted.

^92'9^94'9^Coarse agglom; bldr fractured at
93'6.

^94'9^97'9^Fine-med agglom; one frac.

END OF HOLE



DDH 2 S 2

Locatiol t Spillway saddle, near peg 45A2.
Reduced level : 1773.7 feet.
Angle : Vertical
Length : 73 1 10 1 ?.
Standing water level:- 70' at 1030 hrs,

15.10.59.
Objective : (i)^Depth of weathering

(j;) Trist tuff at RL 1710' approx.
Commenced^7/8/59.
Completed : 13/b/59.

From To

00 2911

29'1 307

30'7 33'7

33 1 7 3919

39'9 41,1

41'1 44'4

44 1 4 46'11

46'11 48'9

48'9 49'2

49'2 59'2

59'2 60'0

60'0 67'4

67 1 4 69'8

69'8 7218

72'8 7314

73 1 4 73110

Cc-- Description

Soil, clay and very wtd
casing set.

Fine-med agglom, *"-2" opts;
slightly wtd; one irreg frac.

Broken fine-med agglom; some opts
fresh, all matrix very wtd and
friable.

Fine to coarse agglom; slightly
wtd; several irreg fracs.

Med agglom; some opts wtd to
yellow, matrix wtd to lt. brown,
opts and matrix cheesy; matrix
tuff partly replaced by soapy clay.

Med agglom, slightly wtd.

Fine agglom, slightly wtd,
cavities from removal of matrix
partly filled by clay; 45'2 - 45'4
badly broken.

Med agglom, slight13, wtd.

Fine tuff, wtd and friable.

Med and coarse aggiom, slightly wtd
but fresher than above core.

Tuff, compact, hard.

Tuff and fine agglom grade into mod
and coarse agglom; 60% tuff matrix;
wtd soft friable tuff at 60'7 - 60'9;
a17 matrix wtd brown.

One bldr fine porphyritic basalt
i.e. 28" dia.

Med agglom with high propn tuff
(60% approx); some bldrs wtd red,
matrix wtd brown.

Fine agglom, friable and badly
broken 72'8 - 73'0.

Med agglom, slightly wtd.

END OF HOLE.



DDH 2 S 3

4.

Location,: Spillway saddle, near peg 45 A3
Reduced Level^1770.3 feet
Angle Vertical
Length : 76 1 1"
Standing water level : 41 at 1000 hrs

15.10.59 . .
Objective^(i) Depth of weathering

(ii) Test.; tuff at RL 1710' approx.
18/2/59.
22/8/59.

From

Commenced :
Completed^:

To

00 18'6

18'6 25'5

25'5 26'8
26'8 2719

27'9 29'0

29'0 31'3

3113 33110

33 1 10 34'0
34'0 45'4

45'4 45'5
45'5 5310

531. 0 54111

54'11 5916

59'6 61'10

61 '10 63'8

63'8 66'1

Core Description

Clay and wtd agglom, several fresh
bldrs, -- no continuous corings.

Med-coarse agglom, wtd and friable
but improving with depth, some cpts
fresh, others wtd or with wtd rims
(e.g. 22'), Some 6" ]engths.

Fine agglom, wtd but not broken,

Med-coarse agglom, tuff matrix and
rims of bldrs wtd.

Tuff grades into fine agglom, some
matrix removed, .part replaced by
clay; wtd.

Fine to coarse agglom with 1" tuff
at 29'7, some clay slightly wtd, few
fracs.

Mod agglom; slightly wtd (tuff
brown); broken at 32'3

Tuff.

Mostly fine agglom (i"-1" opts),
some med and rare 6"-9" bldr;
slightly wtd, few fracs, small amt
matrix removed.

Coarse tuff, slightly friable.

Fine-med agglom, rare fracs, some
matrix removed and clay fllg at 52'.

One bldr slightly porph ol or
augite basalt with several coated
fracs.

Mod agglom, slightly wtd; thin
tuff bed at 57 1 0; some matrix
removed (here . a very fine tuff)
and partly replaced by clay at
58 13 - 59'6.

One bldr, sim to that at 53'.
Tuff with minor *"-1" opts; compact,
not friable.

Above with proportion of fine agglom
inc easing to about 50%; compact
and not fri2ile.
61'10 - 66'1 is prob same tuff
horizon . Ihhich leaked badly in
Ddh 2S1 and which forms caves at thki
dame-site; FL 1710' approx.
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From^To^CPI:L..22=LITLIon

66'1^6914^Med and coarse agglom, slightly
wtd as is all core; sec ctg in the
few fracs; 12" bidr at 67' appears
to contain 2" xenoliths of similar

fine-grained mod vesicular
,ban^lt) --- may merely be wtrg
effect.

69'4^7412^Fine-med agglom,^opts; few
fran

74 1 2^76'1^Mod-coarse agglom; 4"-6" bldrs in
taff matrix which is bedded in
places.

ENDOF HOLE

DDH 2_S 4

Location.^Spillway saddle, down stream flank
Reduced Level^1754.Ofeet
Angle : 30 degrees
Direction^106°30' T.B.
Length^171'2"
Objective^Locate any vertical fractures
Commenced 26/8/59
Completed 4/9/59

From^To

00 00^22'2

22'2^35'2

35'2^39'6

39'6^47'2

Core Description

Soil and wtd rock; no recovery;
casing.
Wtd fine and mod agglom; core
broken (1" frags approx) at 22',
26 1 , 27'; friable tqff matrix at
32'5; some matrix removed and
cavities part-flld by clay at 29'5,
and 33'6 - 34'3.
Slightly wtd fine agglom; fracs
rare.

Slightly wtd mod-coarse agglom;
some matrix removed between 42'6
and 45'O, resulting in broken core
at 43'0 - • r3'4; other fracs rare

Fine-mod agglom, solid.

Mod-coarse agglom, one 27" bldr fine
modorately vesicular basalt, matrix

^47' 2
^

51'4

^

51'4
^

58'4
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DDH 2 S 4 .

From^To^Core Description

^

51'4^58'4^of coarse tuff with some thin irreg
beds of fine mudstone; 51'6 and
50°A 70 deg fracs in basalt bldr,
sec ctg; 'other fracs around bidrs,

^

58'4^63'6^Fine-mod agglom with one 10" bldr;
rgh 70 deg frac at 62'8, sec ctg,

^

63'6^64'10^Tuff, fine and muddy to coarse with

64'10

66'10

66"0

698

69'8 79ti

79'7 80'5

80'5 90'0

90'0 917

91'7 112'0

112'0 12015

120'5 121'11

121'11 12517

125'7 126'11

126'11 142'00

142'00 142ill

142 . '11 148'3

some i"-4o . cpts, coarse tuff appears
porous; some 2" - 3" opts of
previously consolidated coarse tuff
in fine tuff matrix,

Fine agglom,

Tuff predominantly (75% approx) with
Some i" - 4" opts.

Fine and med agglom.

Bidr vesicular porph ol or aug basalt;
70 deg frac at 80'0, sec ctg.

Fine and med agglom, a little matrix
removed; as in preceding rock fracs
are rare, and are irreg; three irreg
fracs.

One bldr porph ol or aug basalt;
70 deg - frac at 90'9, sec ctg,

Consistent fine and med agglom (it" -
4" opts); one bldr at 111'2 shows
marked elongation of vesicles;
fracs rare.^Cas±n of twigs at
108'1 - 108'7 total carbon: thin
coating 1" x *" approx.

Solid med agglom with in places high
propn of matrix.

Fine agglom, some matrix removed,
slightly friable.

Med agglom, similar to 112'-120' rock.

Fine-med agglom with some matrix
removed; 125'10-126'6 is brokeL,
matrix friable, not wtd.

Fine and med agglom, solid with few
fracs around bldrs size of opts is
up to 4"; a little friable coarse
tuff at 138'6.

Weathering 112' to 142' is slight,
matrix dark brown, most opts fresh
though a. few red (possibly original
colour) and yellow.

Fine agglom with some matrix removed
(indicates greater friability).

Solid med agglom; weathering
increases from 147'10 to 148'3 but
no fracs.
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From^To
^

Core Description

148'3^148'5
^

Soft yellow-brown clay with small
clay polyhedra and small rock frag-
me-, may be highly wtd agglom;
10-40 deg frac marks end of solid
rock, irreg surface with smooth
coating of soft soapy material; the
polydra suggest that clay may
pb.2udomorp ,i crystals, one piece
appear to be octahedral,

148'5^150'3^No core; from the driller's report
it appears that this section too
was clay --- removed by circulting
water.

10 1 3^150'4^Clay with some agglom frags.

150'4^15 '4^Broken wtd agglom^cpt
bldrs fresh); soapy material on
60 deg frac at 150'6.

151'4^15216^Solid wtd fine-med agglom.
152'6^153'00^Broken wtd agglom with a little clay.

153'00^153110^Solid wtd agglom.
153'10^15412^Broken ac,

b

glom (wtd) and clay fn-
at 154 '2 strikes between 020 and
060 degrees (prob 040 deg) and dips
steeply to S-E; oriente .q by bdg
at 160'.

154'2^16013^Wtd fine-med agglom, mostly solid;
154'8 - 154'11 irreg fracs with a
little clay; 60 deg frac at
156'10 with black sec ctg;
similar frac at 158'7; 158'9 -
159 1 3 is more wtd, opts yellow
except for augite (?) phenocrysts.

160 1 3^16112^Fine tuff and mudstone, bdd, solid.

161'2^163'9^Med agglom, less wtd; two irreg
fracs with a little clay.

163'9^163111^Broken agglom, slightly more wtd
and matrix more friable.

163'11 -^165'11^Med agglom with increasing proportion
of matrix

165'11^166'3^Broken fresh tuff and mudstone.

166'3^167'1^Coarser tuff, solid.

167'1^169'1^Med_h4Iock;-'solid. .

169'1^170'10^A serieb'of gcaded beds, tuffaceous
mudstone grads into fine (i")
agglom, one bed 6" thick.

170'10^17112:^Med agglom.

ENDOF.HOLE
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DDH 2 S 5_ _ _ _ . _

Location : Dam site, on river bed outcrop
Reduced Level^1674.8 feet
Angle^30 degrees
Direction^131 degrees T.D.
Length^114 , 2"
Objective : Test downward extension of tension

joints.
Commenced : 9/9/9
Completed^12/9/59,

From
^

To^Cor-. Descrintion

000 1 00^112^Slightly wtd med agglom, 3" frags,
iron-stained fracs.

1'2^510^Fine-med (i" - 2 :pts) agglom, three
irreg fracs.

5'n^8'7^Med-coarse agglc :fith coarse tuff
matrix, 3 irreg t cs

8 1 7^1113^Fine agglom, indefinite bdg at
11'1.

1 113^1117^Broken, frags up to 2", med agglom
with gdd bdg in matrix.

11 1 7^1216^Med agglom.

12'6^1511^Fine and med agglom, few fracs with
sec ctg.

• 15 1 1^16'0^Fine agglom with 70% tuff, solid.
16'0 -^2017^Med agglori, 4" opts, 50% uaff.
20'7^2117^Coarse tuff with rough bdg, rough

core indicates friability but not
broken.

21'7^3813^Med and coarse agglom with high
propn tuff 'matrix, 50-60%, tuff
shows some gdd bdg from coarse tuff
to fine mudstone; broken at 21'7,
a few other fracs; some opt bldrs
up to 12", bldrs generally slightly
fractured with sec ctg.

38'3^4110^Fine-med agglom, some matrix removed,
one frac.

410^42'11^Three larger bldrs (4" - 10") in the
f-med agglom

42'11^49'1^Fine-med agglom, a little matrix
removed.

491^5018^Graded beds of mudsone, tuff and
fine agglom.

508^54111^Med-coarse agglom with ,igh propn of
matrix (coarse tuff)

54'11^58'f0^Fine agglOm, opts up to 1";
'change from slightly wtd to fresh
rock at 57'5 (matrix becomes grey-
blaDk, loses brown tint).

58 , 10^63'2^Med-coarse agglom, most bldrs vesic-
ular with a thin skir of green
mineral (weathers grey) in vesicles;
a little matrix lost; one irreg
frac.
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From^To^Core Description

63'2^63'6^Coarse tuff, slightly friable,
one frac.

63'6^ 6816^Fire-med agglom with high propn of
tuff (coarse) in places.

68 1 6^70'7^Coarse agglom (up to 18"), streaky
flow lineation in one bldr.

70'7^73'2^Med aElom.
73'2^7512^One bldl :,f fihely porph aug basalt;

frac 45 deg at 74'2 has powder-blue
ctg; at 74'3 rgh vug with calcite
(?) nodules; 74' 1 - 75 1 3 frac
through bldr and ome adjacent fine
agglom sub-paryllel to core. a little
tuff matrix bu .0 11:st matrix is soft
(H .. 2) brittle bands' pale-green
soapstone '^..„.^...,

primary or secondary deposit.^At
least part of the banding is at 30
deg to the core, may be horizontal.

75'2^7513^Soapstone with a few inclusions of
3: 1 ' basalt frags.

75 1 3^7515^Fine agglom and tuff with yellow
soapstone in interstides.

75'5^80'11

80'11^8912

89'2^104'10

104'10

104'10^10817

1081 7^10912

Specimen removed from 75 1 3 for
lab. examination.

Med and coal- se agglom with coarse
tuff matrix, powder-clue, films in
vesicles; 75'5 - 76'11 one bldr
fine porph aug basalt with flowage
streaks; four irreg fracs.

Fine and mod aggiom, few fracs,
very low propn of matrix in parts
(10% approx.)

Fine and med agglom, cpts up to 6",
solid and fresh.
u

-4- band of .yellow soapy clay enclosing
small (up . to e) tuff frags; band
may be thicker since some material may
have been washed out during drilling,

Fine and med ägglom, slightly wtd
from 104'10 to 106'6 one frac.

Fresh fine agglom broAen
- 3" frags; breakage probably

caused by drilling as this section
dropped from the core barrel and
was recovered by lowering the tools
and drilling it again, dry.
Med agglom solid.-Ina 2^11016
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From

112'7

END OF HOLE

Core Description

114'2^Fine and med agglom, solid.

Owing to precarious position
of drill in rivercourse water-
testing was not carried out
while drilling; circulation
while dr-Illing appctred to be
100%.

DDH 2 S 6

Location - Dam site, right abutment
Reduced Level^1688.3
Angle : 15 degsees
Direction^44^T.B.
Length : 82'8"
Objective ; Locate any fractures parallel

to river under area of no
outcrop.

Commenced 19/9/59
Completed 23/9/59

From^To^Core Description

00'00^13'4^No core, casing set.

13'4^22'2^Very wtd vole agglom; friable
and mostly broken but with sore
4" - 8" lengths; . some cpt
bldrs fresher.

22'2^24'1^Wtd agglom, less wtd than precedin,
broken. into 4" lengths, some
fresh bldrs.

24'1^29'6^Fine and med agglom, some matrix
removed 28'9 - 29'6; wtd but
not friable, no fracs.

29 1 6^3011^Broken agglom (due 'cr :loss of
matrix), e frags,

30'1^5014^Fine and med agglom, proportion
of tuff matrix increases with
depth, 12" bldr slightly ves
basalt at 36 1 ; slightly wtd but
not friable. nrly 6 fracs in 20
feet.
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From To^Core Description_ . — _

50 1 4^ Ttr..M fine and coarse, contain-
ing some fine agglom, bdg
( Qnme gdd) varies from horizontal
on small scale.

55'10^61'7^Fine agglom,. slightly wtd, solid.

61 1 7^6119^Broken agglom and agglom wtd to
ciay; bounded by one irreg
fra- 90 deg, and one 30 deg frac

61 1 9^65'0^Med agglom with up to 80%
matrix; wtd irreg frac at 62'5,

650^82'8^Med and coat -- agglom, bldr up
to 10"; slightly wtd but solid,
12 irreg frac.

END OF HOLE
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,Location : Quarry, western limit
Red ,i_ed level^. 1 -891.6 feet
Angie ; Vertical
Length ; 130'5"
Standing water level : 127 at 1100 hrs

15/10/59
Objective : Sample quarry rock
Commenced : 1/10/59.
Completed ; 7/13/59,

From^To^Core Description

0000^7'1^Clay and wt C -gglom, soft --- cas-
ing set

^

7'1^9'6.^Wtd agglom, dome opts fresh but
matrix soft and^broken.

^9'6^22'10^Fine and med agglom, -1=" to 4"
opts, '50% matrix; matrix
slightly wtd, brown; core solid,
few fracs.

2210^3416^Med agglom, most cpts 3", finer
bed (t.-" opts) 30' - 31, one
15" bldr; wtrg as above; fraos
around bldrs with thin sec ctg,
30 - 40% matrix.

34'6^353^Tuffaceous mudstone and fine tuff
with few 1" opts; wtd, ,ft,
friable.

35 1 3^403^Fine and med agglom, 40% matrix
slightly wtd, matrix br(6.vn
6" frags,

40'3^407^Tuff with some 1" cpts1 wtd •
soft friable.

40'7^49'4^Med agglom with a fow tuff beds
at 41'1 (2" thick),^at 448 .
(2 x i"), some matrix remo ,-5.
and part replaced by clay at 45' !

some matrix removed 484 -
48'10; wtrg slight, matrix 1-)rowr
few fracs around bldrs with thin
sec ctg.^• Matrix 30 - 40%,

49 1 4^5215^Fine agglom,^" - 1" opts;
solid; wtrg as above.

52'5^53'7^Mod aggin

53 1 7^546^Fine agglom, i" - -e

546^55' -^ Med agglom, 50% tuff,

55 1 2^5611^Tuff with some fine agglom;
Wtrg slight, as above.

56'1^58'3^Fine and some med agglom, 50%
matrix (coarse tuff), some
matrix removed; fresh, matrix
grey; few fracs.

58 1 3^6212^Med agglom with one 7"
40 - 50% matrix (fine tuff)f
-matrix slightly wtd, brown; few
fracs.
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From^To^Core Description

62'2^62t3^Tuff, brown.

62'3^6615^Fine agglom, 30% matrix (coarse
tuff), .=,e matrix removed;
fresh, matrix grey; few fracs.

66'5^68'6^Fine and med. agglom, 30% matrix:
slightly wtd, matrix brown;
solid.

68'6^72'5^Fine and mod agglom, one 6"
bldr, 50 - 60% tuff matrix slight
ly rF.d.;•^solid.

72'5^73'9^Fine agglom, becoming finer at
depth, graded tuff beds at 72 1 5
(2") and 72'i (3"); very
slightly wtd, solid.

73'9^78'10^Uniform med tuff, competent,
hard (softer whe: %vet?) slightly
wtd, light brown; 25 deg frac
at 74'6, mostly solid.

78'10^79'7^Above tuff with some 1" opts,
most of which show reaction rims
(t");^solid.

79 1 7^80'2^Similar above but cpts coarser,
one 5" bldr.

80 1 2^8915

89 1 5^9112

9112^97'1

97 1 1^10813

Reaction rims and unusual colour
of the tuff might indicate that
this bed is an aquifer.

Fine and fine-med agElom, 20-30%
matrix, a little matrix removed,
part replaced at 88 1 by white
talc (?) slightly wtd, matrix
dark ")rown-grey; few fracs.

Med agglom with 40-50% matrix
(coarse tuff); wtrg as above:
few fracs.
Fine and a little med agglom,
20-30% matrix; matrix very
slightly wtd; few fracs.

Fine and med agglom with 30 to
50% matrix (80% in places), clay
in ox-matrix cavities at 97'1
to 98', arid elsewhere in vesicles;
wtrg slight, similar to most of
preneding core.

L11._^vesin-1
basalt.

Tuff, mudstone.

Med agglom.

PI(13:tuff.,
Med agglom with one 1" mudstone bed-

Fine tuff and tuffaceous mudstone.

Med agglom, 40% matrix.

( ,rse tuff.

108 1 3
^

109'6

109'6
^

10_ , 3

109'10
^

11019

110'9
^

11113

11113
^

113 1 3

113 1 3
^

111'10

113'10
^

118'11

118'11
^

119 1 5
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From^To^uore Description

119'5^136.15^Med and a little coarse agglom,
with fine agglom 127 1 to end,
matrix approx 40%; wtrg slight,
unchanged; fracs rare.

END OF HOLE

DDH 2 S 8

Location^Quarry, near peg S 10
Reduced level^:^1860.6 feet
Angle^Vertical
Length^100'2"
Standing water level : 82' at 1130 hrs,

15/10/59.
Objective Sample quarry rook.
Commenced :^9/10/59
Completed :r 13/10/59

From To Core Description

000'00 6'5 Soil and weathered rock --- casing .

set.
6'5

10 1 2

1012

10 1 9

Fine and med agglom, 40% matrix;
slightlj wtd;^in 6"-9" pieces,

Tuff;^friable, wtd;^broken 1"
frags,^soapy clay in fracs.

10'9 15'4 Fine and med agglom with few
coarser cpts, 30% matrix;^slightly
wtd;^fracs,^one ph.ullei'
cor^!"E -^15",^witli

15'4 15 1 9 Coarse tuff;^friable;^broken
2" frags with soapy ctg.

15 1 9 20'9 Med agglom, some matrix friable;
slightly w.;^few fracs.40% matrix

20 1 9 21 1.6 Tuff,^fine and coarse',^not friable;
slightly wtd;^no fracs.

21'6 40'5 Fine and med agglom with one 9"
and one 15" opts, matrix varies
from nil to 80% overall a':.')ut 4 0%;
all slightly wtd, a little matrix
lost where friable; few fracs
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From To^nnre Description

   

21 1 6^405^with andyellow soapy ctg

40'5 40'10

40 1 10 41'9

41H1' 42'1

42'1 45'6

45'6 4519

45 7 9 53'6

53'6 55110

55 1 7 55'10

55'10 57'6

57'6 61'3

61'3 77'6

77'6 77'9

77 7 9 8113

81'3 81111

white powdery ctg.

Weathering in following core is
slight (matrix brown, not grey
as when fresh) unless otherwise
noted.

ME.,d agglom; broken 1" frags
thin sec ctg.

Med agglom, solid.

Coarse tuff, friable, broken
i and 1" frags.

Fine agglom with few 4" opts,
70% under *"; 4 fracs
Same fine agglom Lore,wtd and
friable; broken into 1" frags,

Tuff well lithified not friable,
mostly fine some coarse with a few
*"-1" opts at 51 1 6; wtrg colour
changes from normal dark brown to
light brown at 48', fresh
larger (1"-3") opts at 495-50'8
opts at 51'6 are completely . wtd
(cf. those with reaction rims in
2S7 at 80').
One bldr porph aug basc..,_ with
some vesicles; fresh in centre
but slightly wtd and phenocrysts
very wtd at margins --- prob
an inclusion within the tuff bed,

Tuff as above, light brown.

Fine-med agglom 1" opts; few
fracs, some yellow clay.

Fine-med agglom with very friable
matrix; slightly wtd as is res t
of core; broken into^to 6"
frags and into *" frags at
60'10-61'3.^40-50% under k",

Fine and med agglom with few
opts, propn of matrix varies
from nil to 60%, averages about
35%.^Matrix at 67'3 is wtd red
a 1.D .Gtie white powdery :tilling
whe., iliacrix removed, f

C6re broken into e and 1" frags
around 2 .0 degree frac; wtd.

Fine-med agglom, 40% matrix;
79 1 3 irreP; 30 degree frac and
broken agglom, with white powdey
filling.

Tuff; grey, friable, broken int7)
2" frags.
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From^To^("nre Description

81 , 11 901 Fino and lied agglom;^badly wtd
08'10 - 897 light brown friable
tuff;^fracs irreg with clay and
white powdery ctg at 82'3,^83'9,

85 , 8,^87 , 3,^88 , ,^88 , 1,^88 , 5^and
between 88'10 and 89'7.^Matrix
404.

90',11 91'6 Bed of coarse tuff,^solid.

91 , 6 9413 FiL., agglom grades downwards into
tuff;^solid 75% under i",

94'3 9713 Med agglom with 30% matrix;^fracs
with sec ctg at 95'-95 1 3.

0 1 3 9812 Tuff with few e opts;^solid.

982 9912 Med agglom with irreg fracs with
soapy clay ctg.

99'2 100'2 Fine agglom grades downwards into
tuff;^solid.

END OF HOLE

DDH 2 S 9.^_

Location : Spillway saddle, south-estern end
Reduced level : 1782 feet
Angle Vertical
Length^30'0"
Objective : Depth of weathering
Commenced : 16/10/59
Completed : 17/10/59.

From To

9'900

99 12,3

12 13 , 1

1 3 1 1 134

Uore Description

Clay and soft wtd rock with
few fresh bldrs; not cored.

Med a(
sglom; soft, wtd, with one

fresh bldr fine basalt 110-11 1 6;
broken into i"-2" frags.
Med agglom; soft, wtd matrix,
some bldrs fresh; 2 frags.

Fine agglom, some matrix removed;
mostly soft, wtd; brok,:n i"
frags.
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Prom^To^uore Description— . . . _ _

134^16'0^Med .,,gjom with one 12" bldr,
some matrix removed at 15 1 ;
matrix uoft wtd, becoming
fresher; 6 frags,

16'0^30'0^Fine and med agglom, some matrix
lost at 16'6 and at 263-27 and
at 27 , 6; matrix only slightly
wtd and bldrs fresh, slight
increase in wtrg at 288 to end
of core -- distinct 45 degree
boundary at 288 in solid core;
mostly solid but broken into
1r-3" lengths where matrix lost,

END OF H0L17

s2P

Location^Spillway saddle, north-eastern
end.

seduced level^1786,5 feet
Angle Vertical
Length^1068°
Standing water level
Objective : Depth of weathering
Commenced : 19/10/59
Completed : 22/10/59

From^To^Core Des4iption

00^ Nuc cored; clay cn,1 .,oft
.....thered rock, prrov
residual,

54'6^55'0^Brown clay containing small
fragments of clay which show
basalt texture; material may
originally Jhave had rock fabric
which was destroyed by drilling-
(split inner tube core barrel
not used)

55'0^81'9^Not cored; clay and soft
weathered rock,
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From^Tonore Description

agglom; boulders and
mata:i:„ weathered and soft; 4"
lengths.
Tuff, porous; weathered soft.

Med agglom; matrix and bldrs
wtd soft; 3" - 9" lengths.

Med agglom; matrix and bidrs
wtd soft; broken^frags.

Tuff; soft wtd; solid.

Med agglom; all wtd soft;
broken i" frags.

Tuff; soft wtd; 3" frags .

Med agglom; all wtd soft;
mostly 4"-12" lengths.

Tuff; soft wtd; solid.

Med agglom; all soft wtd; 2"
frags.
Coarse and fine tuff; soft
wtd; solid.
Mod agglom with a few 6" bldrs;
matrix all soft wtd, all bldrs
wtd 93'9 - 95'0, from 95'^•
onward some bldrs are completely
wtd, some show wtrg -ims, and
some are fresh; 2", 4", and
15" lengths.^ .

102'5^1035^Med agglom, some matrix removed
and part replaced by clay which
shows lamination pink, yellow,
white; all matrix wtd, some
bldrs fresh; 3 frags.

103 1 5^106'8^Med agglom with one 10" bldr;
pal matrix and some bldrs wtd
soft; 5 frags.

82' '81'9

82'6 831

83'1 85'3

85'3 8518

85'8 8613

86'3 8618

36 1 8 8711

87'1 9116

91'6 91'8

91'8 9216

92'6 93'9

9319 10215

END OF HOLE
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Location^b .oillway saddle, downstream
flank.

Reduced level : 1762.7 feet
Angie : Vertical
Length : 31'6"
Cbjective : Depth of weathering
Commenced 2 23/10/59
Completed : 24/10/59.

From^To^Core DescriEllion

00^719^Not cored; soil and soft wtd
rock.

7 1 9^1018^Med agglom; soft and wtd
except for a fw fresh bldrs;
badly broken.

10 1 8^1314^One bldr (32 11 ) fine slightly
vesicular basalt; fresh;
split by near-vertical fracture.
iron stained.

13'4^16'7^Med agglom; wtd soft 13'4-13'6,
remainder only slightly wtd;
solid except for frac around
boulder at 16 1 3.

16'7^1618^Agglom broken into i" frags,

16 1 8^3018^Fine and med agglom with one
9" bldr of coarsely. porphyriti:l
(i" phenocrysts) augite basalt,
mudstone matrix at 228 shows
irreg bdg around bldrs;
slightly wtd; only 9 fracs, orP
due to friable matrix at 24'11,

30'8^30'10^Agglom with friable matrix; a
little more wtd; broken into
i" frags.

30'10^31'6^Med agglom; slightly wtd;
solid.

END OF HOLE 
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Location : Spillway saddle, downstream flank.
Reduced level : 1757.7 feet
Angle : Vertical
Length : 25'4"
Objective : Depth of weathering
Commenced^26/10/59
Completed : 27/10/59

^

From^To^Core Description

00^1'2^Not cored; soil and soft wtd
rock.

^

1'2^1'4^,^Agglom; matrix soft wtd, bldrs
fresh; broken i" frags.

^

1'4^4'?^Fine-med aggloL, 1" opts;
slightly wtd; frags; '3", 2",
1 " , 10 " , 10", 3", t"^", 7,

^

47^5'6^Fine agglom; slightly wtd;
broken into^and 1" frags
with blue-coated surfaces.

^

5'6^7'6^Fine-med agglom; slightly wtd.
only 3 fracs.

^

7'6^85^Fine agglom; all very wtd,
soft; broken into small frau,

^

85^13'5^Med and fine agglom; slight1:7
wtd, 8'6 wtd rim on bldr;
only 2 fracs, a litt]e clay in
that at 13'1.

^

13 1 5^140^Not recovered; probably very
wtd soft agglom.

^

140^14'5^Fine-med agglom; very wtd,
soft; broken small frags,

^

14'5^16'3^Fine and ined agglom;
wtd; solid.

^

16'3^16'6^Fine-med agglom, most matrix
lost;^16'3 to 16'10 a little
more wtd; broken into i" and
1" frags.

^

16'6^212^Med and coarse agglom, one 12
bldr, a little matrix removed
at 17'7; slightly wtd; only
2 'racs.

^

21 1 2^21,7^Tuff shows graded brg.

^

21'5^22'5^Med agglom, some matrix lost,
replaced by clay; slightly wtd
one irac o

^

22'5^246^Fine-med•agglom, high propn
matrix in places, matrilr more
friable; . slightly wtd; 3
fracs.

^

246^25'4^Fine-med agglom, some matrix
lost replaced by clay; a
more wtd; one frac. •

END OF HOLE
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Location : Spillway saddle, at foot of
downstream slope

Reduced level : 1742 feet approx.
-Angle^:^15 degrees
Direction^136 degrees T.B.
Length^1410"
Objective^:^Locate any solid rock (tors)

above RL 1680 feet
Commenced^:^29/10/59^.
Completed^4/11/59

From 'o Core Description

00 37'6 Not cored;^clay and soft weathered
rock,^probably mosuly residual.

37'6 5515 Fine, med and coarse agglom, basalt
boulders up -to 15";^matrix and
smaller bldrs very wtd,^soft,^larger
bldrs fresh,^2'7" of core washed
out in section 40'11^-^45'11;
badly broken except for a few
6" - 18" lengths.

55'5 9213 Fine-med agglom mostly, two 27"
bldrs between 76'^and 87',^4"
of tuff at 63'6; all matrix wtd
to light brown colour but not as
poorly cemented as in preceding
section, most bldrs fresh but a
few very wtd; generally solid in
6" to 36" lengths but badly broken
at 60'-60'2,^63'6^(tuff),^and
moderately broken 74'3-74'9.

92'3 9713 Med agglom;^matrix all very wtd,
some bldrs fresh;^broken into

frags between 92'3 and 94 4 9,
6"^lengths^,,etween 94'9 and 97 1 30

97 1 3 102.'9 Tuff mostly coarse, with a few
2"-4" opts;^soft,^wtd;^readily
broken.

102'9 113..!0 Med agglom;^very wtd and soft
with few fresh bldrs;^mostly broken
with few 6"-12" lengths.

113'0 115'0 Tuff;^very wtd,^soft;^broken.

115, 1.0 116.'0 One bidr moderately vesiuular basalt;
very wtd,^soft;^broken.

118'4 Washed out, no core.

118'4 141'0 Med and coarse'agglom with few 18"
bldrs; all matrix very wtd soft,
most^wtd soft but a few fresh,
10" core lost in section 131'-,136';
mostly broken but some 4" ar';', 6"
lengths.

END OF HOLE 
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22,

Location^Spillway saddle, at foot of
upstream slope

Reduced level
Angle^15 degrees
Direction^355 degrees T.B.
Length^1160"
Objective^Locate- any solid rock (tors)

above R-L. 1680'.
Commenced^6/11/59
Completed : 10/ 1 1/59.

From

71'

84'6

Core iglLaLLIELLal

^84'6^Med agglom broken with some 3" to
9" lengths.

38'6•Tuff and fine agglom, most
, badly broken, section 86'-874
washed out.^.$

^

96'^Med agglom broken with some 3" - 6I'
lengths; core washed out:

11J -^.;:fagglom, broken where disturbed,
0,12' - 14" lengths.

^

115'9^Tuff

88'6

0(7,1

115'
115'9^116

^
Med agglom

END OF HOLE

•
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